Accommodation
Algarve
Tavira
Dream Holidays @ Santa Luzia Tavira
Local accommodation
Address: Rua José Oliveira, 2 R/C H Lote 4.18800-532
Santa Luzia
Telephone: +351 913 229 792
E-mail: homerentaltavira@gmail.com Website:
http://www.homerentaltavira.com
Timetable:
24h;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Train stations; Covered garage; Transfer
service; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Internet access in room; Heating in
room;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 2; Number of rooms : 1; Internet Access;
Central air conditioning; Swimming-pool; Gay friendly; Kitchen;
Shared rooms;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Reserved parking spaces; Accessible route to
the entrance: Total; Accessible entrance: Total; Accessible
circulation inside: Total; Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms,
Swimming-pool;

What you see is what you get. Our brand new and certified
apartment belongs to the most exclusive condominium in the
area Santa Luzia Residence. Placed in the ground floor, wheel
chair access is facilitated and our shared swimming pool is also
at your disposal. We also provide private parking place.
Our apartment fully equipped, with his double swimming pool
and his private parking, benefits also from a spectacular location
that will allow you to visit our exciting beaches, enjoy bird
watching, or appreciate our gastronomy in the surrounding
restaurants.
Located at 2,5 Km from Tavira City, 2 minutes by car, or 5
minutes cycling (you have a bike path), and 5 minutes cycling to
“Barril Beach”, you can enjoy the calmness of this Village, and
be closer to everything you can possible needed.
The apartment is 5 minutes walk to the boat pier to"Terra
estreita" Beach .
You can also reach the closer Golf Course (Benamor) in 10
minutes by car.
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Matosinhos
Bruno's Beach House
Local accommodation
Address: Rua Padre Manuel Teixeira de Melo, 269-C R/C
Esq. 4455-161 Matosinhos
Telephone: +351 939 253 483
E-mail: bruno@bbhouse.pt Website:
http://www.bbhouse.pt
Timetable:
Check-in: 15:00-18:00
Check-out: 11:00;
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Number of beds: 3; Number of rooms : 1;
Internet Access; Swimming-pool; Gay friendly; Kitchen; Terrace;
Shared rooms: 4;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Covered garage; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Television in room; Internet access in room; Heating in room;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€);
Accessibility:
Reserved parking spaces; Accessible route to the entrance:
Partial; Accessible entrance: Partial; Accessible circulation inside:
Total; Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Swimming-pool;

Spacious and full of natural light, the apartement is located in a
modern building near one of the best beach spots in
Oporto. Located 200m from Agudela Beach, enjoy quick and
easy access to the airport and the largest shopping area of
Matosinhos.
The apartement is 80m2 and it has one bedroom with a
comfortable queen-sized bed, a pleasant crib and 2 single
beds. The bathroom has a hot tub, ideal for a relaxing time at
the end of your day. This apartment has central heating granting
therefore a comfortable stay for everyone during winter cold
nights. Furthermore, there is an ample living room with a cozy
and comfortable environment, with a flat-screen tv, dining table
and fully equipped kitchen with all the necessary utensils
allowing guests to enjoy a comfortable meal. Guests can also
enjoy full access to the apartment´s terrace, garden and pool,
with a spacious area to truly embrace the sunny weather of
Portugal. Additionally, the terrace has an outside table where
guests can enjoy a peaceful meal or drink. Also, guests have
access to free wifi, cable TV and free parking around the
building. Perfect for couples, families or groups up to 4 people
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